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Notes: a.l Exam in two parts b.) Answer each part in separate section
Part one

Question (7) (2O Marks)

1.1 Explain with sketch the Propeller-type anemometer? (3 Marks)
1.2 How can laser anemometer be used for measuring wind speed?

(3 Marks)
1.3 Explain with sketch how can the rotational movement of wind vane be

transformed to digital output? (3 Marks)
1.4 How can pressure tube anemometer be used for measuring wind speed?

_ (3 Marks)

1.5 What is the main f ield of application of hot wire anemometer and why?
(3 Marks)

1.6 A pressure tube anemometer contains five perpendicular pairs of tubes. The
each is as follows:

Pair number I 2 3 4 5

Pressure difference, N/m' 22 18 27 30 13
a; Wtrictr pair is in correct position and why?
b) Find the wind speed in location at this moment.
ybu can make any suitable assumptions for the missed data. (5 Marks)

(3O Marks)Qu.estion (2)

2.1 Drive an expression to determine the volume of gas required in the bulb of a
gas filled system thermometers related to the lowest and highest

femperature and pressure on the scale? (5 Marks)

2.2 Erplain with Jtetctr how can platinum resistance thermometer be

constructed? (4 Marks)

2.3 Drive an expression to determine the radius of curvature r of a bimetal l ic

strip of two metals of equal thickness in the form of a cantilever of length L?
(5 Marks)  ' -

2.4 Show with sketch how can temperature difference between two points be

measured by using series connection of thermocouples? (4 Marks)

2,5 Explain with stetcn the components and the operation of disappearing

filament optical type pyrometer? (4 Marks)

2.6 A bimetallic strip element has one end fixed and other free, with the length

of cantilever being 4O mm. The thickness of each metal is 1 mm, and the

element is initially straight at 2OoC. Calculate the radius of curvature when

the temperature is raised to 18OoC. One of the metals is Invar with a

negligible thermal expansion coefficient while the second is a nickel chrome

all6y wittr an. expansion coefficient of 12.5x1O-"/oC. (8 Marks)

End of part one' with best wishes Dr.  A.  A.  El -Haroun
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Part II: Control Devices

instrutnents:
l) Overload

4) Solenoid valve,

2) Thermostat,

5) Thermostatic

the ffi the functionffif the followingand oPeration me

3) Low Pressure Control'

expansion valve'

6) Volurne damPet, 7).Fire DamPer'
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